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For those of us engaged in any form of meditative efforts, such as bio energy, traditional chi
gung, or even Zen meditations, each of us can personally attest to the brain’s “wandering”
tendencies. Long ago, Buddhist monks created an analogy describing the wandering
activity of the brain akin to a “chattering monkey”.
“Buddhism compares the untrained mind to a chattering monkey that jumps from
one branch to another. The monkey is never still and constantly moving. This is not a
flattering image, but if you watch your thoughts darting from one random idea to
another, you may discover that it is quite accurate. You can train yourself to be aware
of the stream of thoughts passing through your head, and to quiet the chattering
monkey.” — Source: 101 Essential Tips: Meditation (DK Publishing, 2004).
These mental interruptions, then, are similar to a monkey in a tree overhead, jumping
about and squawking with noise, entertaining itself, regardless of your diligent efforts of
quiet and intense focus.
Likewise, in a recent article published by MSNBC, writer Ann Hettinger brought forth an
interesting topic of research performed by a joint effort between Harvard University,
Dartmouth College and the University of Aberdeen in Scotland.
“Using MRI, researchers found that brain regions responsible for "task-unrelated
thought" (that is, daydreaming or mind wandering) are almost constantly active
when the brain is at rest or performing a task that doesn't require concentration.”
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/32862470/ns/health-mental_health
The scientific resultants of the MRI scans performed by the Universities shows the accuracy
of the monks’ analogy: the brain is constantly active and wandering.
Whereas many meditation subject matter experts instruct the practitioner to “quiet” the
mind, we at Chi Energy Heals take a different approach: we understand that the mind
wanders, and as such, we recommend and teach focus exercises. Focus on the energy: its

temperature; its shape and; its feel. We also teach the student to visualize the energy, as
well as the desired results. Bringing to bear the brain’s abilities in such a fashion actually
harnesses and focuses its natural tendencies to wander. We give the “daydreamer”
direction, and allow it to run fast and far, with only a few, but very specific, parameters. By
doing so, the individual consciously reprograms his/her subconscious in such a way that,
even when not focusing on the specified meditation and energy exercises, the subconscious
and various centers of the brain which remain active at all times, have a set of instructions
and guidance.

